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At the Altar of Sexual Idolatry
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From one of the world’s most influential spiritual thinkers, a long-awaited book exploring
what it means that Jesus was called “Christ,” and how this forgotten truth can restore hope and meaning to our lives.
“Anyone who strives to put their faith into action will find encouragement and inspiration in the pages of this
book.”—Melinda Gates In his decades as a globally recognized teacher, Richard Rohr has helped millions realize what is at
stake in matters of faith and spirituality. Yet Rohr has never written on the most perennially talked about topic in
Christianity: Jesus. Most know who Jesus was, but who was Christ? Is the word simply Jesus’s last name? Too often, Rohr
writes, our understandings have been limited by culture, religious debate, and the human tendency to put ourselves at the
center. Drawing on scripture, history, and spiritual practice, Rohr articulates a transformative view of Jesus Christ as a
portrait of God’s constant, unfolding work in the world. “God loves things by becoming them,” he writes, and Jesus’s life was
meant to declare that humanity has never been separate from God—except by its own negative choice. When we recover
this fundamental truth, faith becomes less about proving Jesus was God, and more about learning to recognize the Creator’s
presence all around us, and in everyone we meet. Thought-provoking, practical, and full of deep hope and vision, The
Universal Christ is a landmark book from one of our most beloved spiritual writers, and an invitation to contemplate how
God liberates and loves all that is.

How (Not) to Speak of God
Licensed to preach at the age of twelve and ordained at fifteen, Havner spent a lifetime calling people to repentance. A
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popular revivalist known for his homespun storytelling and memorable wordplay, Havner boldly proclaimed the Word of God
for seventy-three years. The author of more than thirty books, Havner's sermons are favorites among pastors who find his
style refreshing, his quotes memorable, and his message convincing. In this collection of ten revival sermons, Havner's hardhitting words proclaim the biblical message of heaven, hell, sin, repentance, sacrifice, holiness, prayer, and the lordship of
Christ--themes that resonate with as much relevance today as when Havner first preached them.

God versus Gods
Many people today find that their prayers don’t “work.” And like a broken cell phone, DVD player, or TV remote, they throw
prayer out as unnecessary “clutter” in their busy lives. Anne Graham Lotz has found that while prayer does work,
sometimes the “pray-ers” don’t. So she has turned to the prophet Daniel for help. The Daniel Prayer is born deep within
your soul, erupts through your heart, and pours out on your lips, words created by and infused with the Spirit of God
quivering with spiritual electricity. It’s really not an everyday type of prayer. It’s a prayer birthed under pressure.
Heartache. Grief. Desperation. It can be triggered by a sudden revelation of hope. An answer to prayer, a promise freshly
received, a miracle that lies just over the horizon. Join Anne in a thrilling discovery of prayer that really works. This book will
help you pray effectively for your nation, for your families, and for yourself.

The Idolatry of God
The Malady of the Christian Body
"About 30 years ago, I came across the evocative phrase 'religionless Christianity' in Dietrich Bonhoeffer's later writings,
and it has stayed with me ever since. In his new book The Fidelity of Betrayal, Peter Rollins has teased out - as Bonhoeffer
never had the chance to do - profound possibilities hidden in the phrase. As a huge fan of Peter's first book, I find his second
no less thoughtful, stimulating, and at times unsettling - always in a most (de)constructive way. His subversive parables, his
clever turns of phrase, and his beguiling clarity all conspire to tempt the reader into that most fertile and terrifying of
activities - to think to the very rim of one's understanding, and then to faithfully imagine the Truth that lies far beyond." Brian McLaren, author/activist (www.brianmclaren.net) What if one of the core demands of a radical Christianity lay in a call
for its betrayal, while the ultimate act of affirming God required the forsaking of God? And what if fidelity to the JudeoChristian Scriptures demanded their renunciation? In short, what would it mean if the only way of finding real faith involved
betraying it with a kiss? Employing the insights of mysticism and deconstructive theory, The Fidelity of Betrayal delves into
the subversive and revolutionary nature of a Christianity that dwells within the church while simultaneously undermining it.
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The Idolatry of God
God's heart is broken as His people look to other things for satisfaction, joy and peace. He is not willing to let them go. He
relays His anguish through Hosea, the broken hearted prophet. In this prophetic book lies the core speaking of God to the
Western world. Wrought with divine nostalgia, God calls His people to solitude with Him that He may whisper into their ears
and be their deliverance and all satisfying lover. Though others cried, "injustice" Hosea cries, "You don't love me anymore."

We Become What we Worship
The ailments of the contemporary church are remarkably similar to those suffered by the fractious Corinthian church in the
first century. This is the challenge presented in The Malady of the Christian Body, a two-volume commentary by Brian Brock
and Bernd Wannenwetsch. The manner in which Paul engages questions of factionalism, sexuality, legal conflict, idolatry,
dress codes, and eating habits reveals that neither the malady he diagnoses nor the therapy he offers track the dominant
accounts currently on offer of the malaise suffered by today's church. This volume depicts the Apostle as carefully
examining the organic whole that is the body of Christ in order to detect obstacles to the healthy flow of powers that
sustain its life. The therapy that is then offered comes by way of a redirection of the Corinthian believers' attention to the
ways in which they can embrace God's active working among them to heal their broken unity. This book breaks new ground
in crossing and reconfiguring the traditional disciplinary boundaries between biblical studies, systematic theology, and
theological ethics.

Gods at War
The story of Abraham smashing his father’s idols might be the most important Jewish story ever told and the key to how
Jews define themselves. In a work at once deeply erudite and wonderfully accessible, Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin conducts
readers through the life and legacy of this powerful story and explains how it has shaped Jewish consciousness. Offering a
radical view of Jewish existence, The Gods Are Broken! views the story of the young Abraham as the “primal trauma” of
Jewish history, one critical to the development of a certain Jewish comfort with rebelliousness and one that, happening in
every generation, has helped Jews develop a unique identity. Salkin shows how the story continues to reverberate through
the ages, even in its connection to the phenomenon of anti-Semitism. Salkin’s work—combining biblical texts, archaeology,
rabbinic insights, Hasidic texts (some never before translated), philosophy, history, poetry, contemporary Jewish thought,
sociology, and popular culture—is nothing less than a journey through two thousand years of Jewish life and intellectual
endeavor.
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Benefit of the Doubt
In this mind-bending exploration of traditional Christianity, firebrand Peter Rollins turns the tables on conventional wisdom,
offering a fresh perspective focused on a life filled with love. Peter Rollins knows one magic trick—now, make sure you
watch closely. It has three parts: the Pledge, the Turn, and the Prestige. In Divine Magician, each part comes into play as he
explores a radical view of interacting with the world in love. Rollins argues that the Christian event, reenacted in the
Eucharist, is indeed a type of magic trick, one that is echoed in the great vanishing acts performed by magicians throughout
the ages. In this trick, a divine object is presented to us (the Pledge), disappears (the Turn), and then returns (the Prestige).
But just as the returned object in a classic vanishing act is not really the same object—but another that looks the same—so
this book argues that the return of God is not simply the return of what was initially presented, but rather a radical way of
interacting with the world. In an effort to unearth the power of Christianity, Rollins uses this framework to explain the
mystery of faith that has been lost on the church. In the same vein as Rob Bell’s bestseller Love Wins, this book pushes the
boundaries of theology, presenting a stirring vision at the forefront of re-imagined modern Christianity. As a dynamic
speaker as he is in writing, Rollins examines traditional religious notions from a revolutionary and refreshingly original
perspective. At the heart of his message is a life lived through profound love. Just perhaps, says Rollins, the radical
message found in Christianity might be one that the church can show allegiance to.

Fidelity of Betrayal
Way to Water has two primary intentions: to trace the development of the nascent field of theological inquiry known as
theopoetics and to make an argument that theopoetics provides both theological and practical resources for contemporary
people of faith who seek to maintain a confessional Christian life that is also intellectually critical. Beginning with the work
of Stanley Hopper in the late 1960s, and addressing the early scholarship of key theopoetics authors like Rubem Alves and
Amos Wilder, this text explores how theopoetics was originally developed as a response to the American death-of-God
movement, and has since grown into a method for engaging in theological thought in a way that more fully honors
embodiment and aesthetic dimensions of human experience. Most of the extant literature in the field is addressed to allow
for a cumulative and comprehensive articulation of the nature and function of theopoetics. The text includes an exploration
of how theopoetic insights might aid in the development of tangible church practices, and concludes with a series of
theopoetic reflections.

When God Breaks Through
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Does God break his pledges? Or, Homilectical germs on the various aspects of prayer
In contrast to the usual answers concerning what the Good News might be, incendiary philosopher-theologian Peter Rollins
suggests an alternative, radical definition: you can't be satisfied, life is difficult, and you don't know the secret. Arguing that
God has traditionally been thought of as a type of product that will make you whole, remove your suffering and give you the
truth, Rollins contrasts this with an approach to faith that invites us to embrace suffering, face up to our unknowing and
fully accept the difficulties of existence.

Coronavirus and Christ
Proposes that the courage to live a full life can be attained by embracing life's difficulties and doubts rather than relying on
God to remove suffering and provide answers.

Everything Is Spiritual
I’ve had a sense since I was young that there’s more going on here, that the world is not a cold, dead place, that it’s alive in
some compelling and mysterious way. This book is about that sense. I’ve tried to listen to it, and follow it, and trust it. It’s
been devastating at times, intoxicating at others, heartbreaking and maddening and euphoric——how do you make sense
of this experience we’re having here on this ball of rock hurtling through space at 67,000 miles an hour? There are big
questions: Everything is made of particles and atoms, and the universe has been expanding for thirteen billion years? And
then there are those other questions, about the people and places and events that have shaped us. HOWEVER MASSIVE
AND COSMIC IT ALL IS, IT’S ALSO REALLY, REALLY PERSONAL. AND SPIRITUAL. THAT’S THE WORD FOR IT. That’s the sense
I’ve been following for a while now——this awareness that there’s something bigger happening in the depth and complexity
and struggle of life, something that connects us all, reminding us that it all matters and it’s all headed somewhere. Part
memoir, part confession, part extended riff on the endlessly evolving nature of reality, Everything Is Spiritual is an invitation
to see what you’ve been a part of this whole time.

Strange Gods
The issue of idolatry has been with the human race for thousands of years; the subtle temptation is always to take what is
good and turn it into the ultimate good, elevating it above all other things in the search for security and meaning. In this
timely and challenging book, New York pastor Timothy Keller looks at the issue of idolatry throughout the Bible -- from the
worship of actual idols in the Old Testament, to the idolatry of money by the rich young ruler when he was challenged by
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Jesus to give up all his wealth. Using classic stories from the Bible Keller cuts through our dependence on the glittering false
idols of money, sex and power to uncover the path towards trust in the real ultimate -- God. Today's idols may look different
from those of the Old Testament, but Keller argues that they are no less damaging. Culturally transforming as well as
biblically based, COUNTERFEIT GODS is a powerful look at the temptation to worship what can only disappoint, and is a vital
message in today's current climate of financial and social difficulty.

When God Breaks In
In this incendiary new work, the controversial author and speaker Peter Rollins proclaims that the Christian faith is not
primarily concerned with questions regarding life after death but with the possibility of life before death. In order to unearth
this truth, Rollins prescribes a radical and wholesale critique of contemporary Christianity that he calls pyro-theology. It is
only as we submit our spiritual practices, religious rituals, and dogmatic affirmations to the flames of fearless interrogation
that we come into contact with the reality that Christianity is in the business of transforming our world rather than offering
a way of interpreting or escaping it. Belief in the Resurrection means but one thing: Participation in an Insurrection. "What
Pete does in this book is take you to the edge of a cliff where you can see how high you are and how far you would fall if
you lost your footing. And just when most writers would kindly pull you back from edge, he pushes you off, and you find
yourself without any solid footing, disoriented, and in a bit of a panic…until you realize that your fall is in fact, a form of
flying. And it's thrilling." --Rob Bell, author of Love Wins and Velvet Elvis "While others labor to save the Church as they
know it, Peter Rollins takes an ax to the roots of the tree. Those who have enjoyed its shade will want to stop him, but his
strokes are so clean and true that his motive soon becomes clear: this man trusts the way of death and resurrection so
much that he has become fearless of religion." --Barbara Brown Taylor, author of Leaving Church and An Altar in the World
“Rollins writes and thinks like a new Bonhoeffer, crucifying the trappings of religion in order to lay bare a radical,
religionless and insurrectional Christianity. A brilliant new voice—an activist, a storyteller and a theologian all in one—and
not a moment too soon.” --John D. Caputo, Thomas J. Watson Professor of Religion Emeritus, Syracuse University “What
does it mean when the Son of God cries out, ‘My God, My God, why have you forsaken me’? Brilliantly, candidly, and
faithfully, Rollins wrestles here with that question. You may not agree with his answers and conclusions, but you owe it to
yourself and to the Church at large to read what he says.” --Phyllis Tickle, author, The Great Emergence "Excellent thinking
and excellent writing! I hope this fine book receives the broad reading it deserves. It will change lives, and our
understanding of what religion is all about!" -- Rohr,O.F.M., Center for Action and Contemplation; Albuquerque, New Mexico

Nostalgia
You can’t be satisfied. Life is difficult. You don’t know the secret. Whether readers are devout believers or distant seekers,
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The Idolatry of God shows that we must lay down our certainties and honestly admit our doubts to identify with Jesus.
Rollins purposely upsets fundamentalist certainty in order to open readers up to a more loving, active manifestation of
Christ’s love. In contrast to the usual understanding of the “Good News” as a message offering satisfaction and certainty,
Rollins argues for a radical and shattering alternative. He explores how the Good News actually involves embracing the idea
that we can’t be whole, that life is difficult, and that we are in the dark. Showing how God has traditionally been approached
as a product that will render us complete, remove our suffering, and reveal the answers, he introduces an incendiary
approach to faith that invites us to joyfully embrace our brokenness, resolutely face our unknowing, and courageously
accept the difficulties of existence. Only then, he argues, can we truly rob death of its sting and enter into the fullness of
life.

The Deconstructed Church
Renowned in the blogosphere as The Anchoress and as Catholic Portal editor of the popular Patheos.com, Elizabeth Scalia
offers a powerful critique of the “gods” we worship today, reminding readers that life’s deepest desires can be satisfied only
in Christ. Strange Gods, Scalia's debut book, is packed full of the iconoclastic vim and vigor that has won her a large,
faithful Internet following. She presents readers with a surprising look at the ways in which modern people still commit the
sin of idolatry in their everyday lives. While literal golden calves no longer dot the landscape, Scalia describes how
legitimate loves become obsessively twisted into idols. She unmasks idolatry in a number of everyday
experiences—friendships that become needy or possessive, commitments political and religious that grow so intense they
lead to hatred of others, to name a few—and points to the incarnation of Christ and authentic worship of him as a way out
of idolatry and into peace, happiness, and love.

Breaking the Chains
In Benefit of the Doubt, influential theologian, pastor, and bestselling author Gregory Boyd invites readers to embrace a
faith that doesn't strive for certainty, but rather for commitment in the midst of uncertainty. Boyd rejects the idea that a
person's faith is as strong as it is certain. In fact, he makes the case that doubt can enhance faith and that seeking certainty
is harming many in today's church. Readers who wrestle with their faith will welcome Boyd's message that experiencing a
life-transforming relationship with Christ is possible, even with unresolved questions about the Bible, theology, and ethics.
Boyd shares stories of his own painful journey, and stories of those to whom he has ministered, with a poignant honesty
that will resonate with readers of all ages.

Yet Will I Trust Him
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"This is a time when the fragile form of this world is felt. The seemingly solid foundations are shaking. The question we
should be asking is, Do we have a Rock under our feet? A Rock that cannot be shaken—ever?" —John Piper On January 11,
2020, a novel coronavirus (COVID-19) reportedly claimed its first victim in the Hubei province of China. By March 11, 2020,
the World Health Organization had declared a global pandemic. In the midst of this fear and uncertainty, it is natural to
wonder what God is doing. In Coronavirus and Christ, John Piper invites readers around the world to stand on the solid Rock,
who is Jesus Christ, in whom our souls can be sustained by the sovereign God who ordains, governs, and reigns over all
things to accomplish his wise and good purposes for those who trust in him. What is God doing through the coronavirus?
Piper offers six biblical answers to that question, showing us that God is at work in this moment in history.

Counterfeit Gods
Gandhiji was born a Hindu. But his Hinduism was his own. It had its roots firm in ancient Hinduism, but it grew and
developed in the light of his contact with other religions, more especially Christianity, as will be seen from Section Two of
this volume. He sought to drink at the spring of all religions, and therefore he felt that he belonged to every religion. And
yet, if he had to have a label, the label he preferred and which was his not only by right of birth but also intrinsically, was
Hinduism, the religion of his forefathers.

The Orthodox Heretic and Other Impossible Tales
Now there's a book that digs deep and goes to the heart of the matter. "Sexual Idolatry" has the answers men are looking
for to be able to put an end to the mystery of sexual temptation.

The Idolatry of God
God Cares More About How You Eat than What You Eat Christians should have their heads on straight about food—but too
often our eating is complicated by burdens and rules, by diets and dependencies. So how can we keep a spiritually healthy
view of what we eat? Should Christians stop eating white sugar? Does the Bible ask us to go paleo? Most questions about
food aren’t really about nutrition but about how we understand God. In Broken Bread, Christian Book Award–winner Tilly
Dillehay challenges us to abandon the concept of good and bad foods and instead offers a way to… celebrate food without
obsession make healthy choices without bondage to rules feed our families without feeling frazzled find satisfaction without
using food as an emotional crutch This isn’t another diet book. You won’t find any system or plan for eating but rather a
joyful call to develop a vision of Christ that informs the way you eat. Take delight in food again, and discover a feast for
today that whispers of the eternal feast to come.
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Broken Bread
Despite the growth of religion in general and Christianity in particular around the world, Western Europe and the UK remain
overwhelmingly secular, with the church increasingly seen as backwards and irrelevant. In this provocative book well-known
speaker and author Michael Green gives a snapshot of various different revivals from the UK's history, as well as describing
how the early church started and focusing on various revivals around the world. Be bold, writes Michael - revival can
happen again!

The Gods Are Broken!
Have you ever wondered why there are so many religions in the world? Each one claims to be true, and attempts to affirm it
by tales of miracles and books of wisdom. But they can't all be right, can they? ln this book, Daniel Clausen shows the
origins of false religion and idolatry through the Bible, logic, and his personal experiences as a former occultist and cult
leader, where he gained a real and active demonic backing, resulting in a loyal, but deceived following. Read on, and
discover the truth of HOW GODS ARE MADE.

God Is Unconscious
Breaking Strongholds in the African-American Family
Allender and Longman explain that meaning and purpose come only when God is truly the center of one's life and the
source of hope. Using a compelling fictional narrative at the start of each chapter, the authors lead readers through
Ecclesiastes.

Identity and Idolatry
A practical guidebook for African-American churches to help black families prevail in the spiritual warfare being waged
against them.

My Religion
Sailing into New York Harbor, Sigmund Freud stood on the deck and gazed upon a statue that was meant to symbolize
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someone else's vague notion of freedom. The embryonic field of psychology--so very interested to hear this theory, which
excavated the depths of the psyche--anticipated his arrival in America with lamentably eager fanfare. Whether out of hubris
or prescience Freud could only whisper, "They don't realize we are bringing them the plague." It was a theory that undercut
our creative justifications for every action and belief, and it suggested our anxious identities are charted by a big Other--one
we cannot begin to comprehend. As psychoanalysis undergoes a resurgence of interest within religious studies, political
theory, and cultural criticism, its innovative and peculiar claims remain difficult to grasp without any guide for the
perplexed. In God Is Unconscious: Psychoanalysis and Theology, Tad DeLay explores the provocative teaching of
psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan and its implications for Christianity. Partly an introductory exposition of Freud, Žižek, and
Lacan, and partly an application of psychoanalysis to religion and politics, this book is organized as a theological meditation
on an incendiary theory.

The Daniel Prayer
Enduring Love is a graphic novel exploring the exquisite sufferings of love. Set in the Lonely Forest, these tales follow the
lives of various creatures who are navigating the difficult terrain of desire, drive and death.

The Divine Magician
With sensitivity to the Christian tradition and a rich understanding of postmodern thought, Peter Rollins argues that the
movement known as the “emerging church” offers a singular, unprecedented message of transformation that has the
potential to revolutionize the theological and moral architecture of Western Christianity. How (not) to Speak of God sets out
to explore the theory and praxis of this contemporary expression of faith. Rollins offers a clear exploration of this embryonic
movement and provides key resources for those involved in communities that are conversant with, and seeking to minister
effectively to, the needs of a postmodern world. “Here in pregnant bud is the rose, the emerging new configuration, of a
Christianity that is neither Roman nor Protestant, neither Eastern nor monastic; but rather is the re-formation of all of them.
Here, in pregnant bud, is third-millennium Christendom.” —Phyllis Tickle “I am a raving fan of the book you are holding. I
loved reading it. I have already begun widely recommending it. Reading it did good for my mind and for my soul. It helped
me understand my own spiritual journey more clearly, and it gave me a sense of context for the work I’m involved in. In
fact, I would say this is one of the two or three most rewarding books of theology I have read in ten years.” —Brian
McLaren, from the Foreword

How Gods Are Made
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The renowned scholar, Anglican bishop, and bestselling author widely considered to be the heir to C. S. Lewis contemplates
the central event at the heart of the Christian faith—Jesus’ crucifixion—arguing that the Protestant Reformation did not go
far enough in transforming our understanding of its meaning. In The Day the Revolution Began, N. T. Wright once again
challenges commonly held Christian beliefs as he did in his acclaimed Surprised by Hope. Demonstrating the rigorous
intellect and breathtaking knowledge that have long defined his work, Wright argues that Jesus’ death on the cross was not
only to absolve us of our sins; it was actually the beginning of a revolution commissioning the Christian faithful to a new
vocation—a royal priesthood responsible for restoring and reconciling all of God’s creation. Wright argues that Jesus’
crucifixion must be understood within the much larger story of God’s purposes to bring heaven and earth together. The Day
the Revolution Began offers a grand picture of Jesus’ sacrifice and its full significance for the Christian faith, inspiring
believers with a renewed sense of mission, purpose, and hope, and reminding them of the crucial role the Christian faith
must play in protecting and shaping the future of the world.

Insurrection
Helps Christians decisively overcome specific strongholds--such as pride, addiction, loss, unbelief, temptation, and more--by
praying God's Word, regardless of how overwhelmed or out of control a person may feel. Reprint.

Breaking the Idols of Your Heart
In opposition to those who would claim that Christian faith embraces God at the expense of the suffering world, Rollins
shows how the true believer embraces God only inasmuch as he fully embraces a needy world.

Gospel Treason
One of Desiring God's Top 15 Books of 2015 "So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him;
male and female he created them." (Genesis 1:27) Genesis 1:26-27 has served as the locus of most theological
anthropologies in the central Christian tradition. However, Richard Lints observes that too rarely have these verses been
understood as conceptually interwoven with the whole of the prologue materials of Genesis 1. The construction of the
cosmic temple strongly hints that the "image of God" language serves liturgical functions. Lints argues that "idol" language
in the Bible is a conceptual inversion of the "image" language of Genesis 1. These constructs illuminate each other, and
clarify the canon s central anthropological concerns. The question of human identity is distinct, though not separate, from
the question of human nature; the latter has far too frequently been read into the biblical use of image . Lints shows how
the "narrative" of human identity runs from creation (imago Dei) to fall (the golden calf/idol, Exodus 32) to redemption
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(Christ as perfect image, Colossians 1:15-20). The biblical-theological use of image/idol is a thread through the canon that
highlights the movements of redemptive history. In the concluding chapters of this New Studies in Biblical Theology volume,
Lints interprets the use of idolatry as it emerges in the secular prophets of the nineteenth century, and examines the recent
renaissance of interest in idolatry with its conceptual power to explain the "culture of desire." Addressing key issues in
biblical theology, the works comprising New Studies in Biblical Theology are creative attempts to help Christians better
understand their Bibles. The NSBT series is edited by D. A. Carson, aiming to simultaneously instruct and to edify, to
interact with current scholarship and to point the way ahead.

Way to Water
The heart of the biblical understanding of idolatry, argues Gregory Beale, is that we take on the characteristics of what we
worship. Employing Isaiah 6 as his interpretive lens, Beale demonstrates that this understanding of idolatry permeates the
whole canon, from Genesis to Revelation. Beale concludes with an application of the biblical notion of idolatry to the
challenges of contemporary life.

The Day the Revolution Began
Winner of the Distinguished Book Award from the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion The Emerging Church
Movement (ECM) is a creative, entrepreneurial religious movement that strives to achieve social legitimacy and spiritual
vitality by actively disassociating from its roots in conservative, evangelical Christianity and "deconstructing" contemporary
expressions of Christianity. Emerging Christians see themselves as overturning outdated interpretations of the Bible,
transforming hierarchical religious institutions, and re-orienting Christianity to step outside the walls of church buildings
toward working among and serving others in the "real world." Drawing on ethnographic observation of emerging
congregations, pub churches, neo-monastic communities, conferences, online networks, in-depth interviews, and
congregational surveys in the US, UK, and Ireland, Gerardo Marti and Gladys Ganiel provide a comprehensive socialscientific analysis of the development and significance of the ECM. Emerging Christians, they find, are shaping a distinct
religious orientation that encourages individualism, deep relationships with others, new ideas about the nature of truth,
doubt, and God, and innovations in preaching, worship, Eucharist, and leadership.

Praying God's Word
What do Netflix, our desire for the corner office, and that perfect picture we just posted on Instagram have to do with each
other? None of these things is wrong in itself. But when we begin to allow entertainment, success, or social media to control
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us, we miss out on the joy of God’s rule in our hearts. In Gods at War, Pastor Kyle Idleman, bestselling author of Not a Fan,
helps every believer recognize there are false gods at war within each of us, and they battle for the place of glory and
control in our lives. According to Idleman, idolatry isn’t an issue?it is the issue. By asking insightful questions, Idleman
reveals which false gods each of us are allowing on the throne of our lives. What do you sacrifice for? What makes you
mad? What do you worry about? Whose applause do you long for? We’re all wired for worship, but we often end up valuing
and honoring the idols of money, sex, food, romance, success, and many others that keep us from the intimate relationship
with God that we desire. In this updated edition, Pastor Kyle adds a new introduction as well as new content about the
battle many of us face with technology—whether we are tempted to send just one more text, stay online when our bodies
need rest, or find ourselves putting email before in-person relationships. How can we seek God with our whole hearts
instead? Using true, powerful, and honest testimonies of those who have struggled in each area, Gods at War illustrates a
clear path away from the heartache of our 21st century idolatry back to the heart of God—enabling us to truly be
completely committed followers of Jesus.

The Universal Christ
Why do we find it so hard to change? Is it because modern-day idols trap us to commit treason against the gospel? Brad
Bigney shows, using poignant testimonies, how to live joyfully and free.

Enduring Love
Yet Will I Trust Him will challenge you to look at God's providence and human suffering from a new perspective. If you have
struggled with suffering and personal pain versus God's goodness, this book will be a blessing to you. When events seem
painful or evil, you must know and trust that God still has a plan. This book will help you be assured that He is still in
control, and the confidence and peace that comes with that realization will become the tool to help you face the storms life
brings your way.
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